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From the editor’’’ ’s Desk
“What you help a child to love can be more
important than what you help him to learn.” This
saying under quotation is a traditional African
adage that carries the real African wisdom.
The dual-edged African socialization process of
providing children with nourishing educational
values and a deep sense of love not only enables
the new generation to be imbued with patriotism
and love of its people, but also empowers it with
modern tools of life.
We ﬁrmly believe that teaching our children
about their history, culture and ancestral heritage
should be our prime responsibility. It is against
this backdrop of inculcating farsightedness and
creating a responsible citizenry that this very
topic is discussed with a children’s book author/
photographer in our “Fahari Books” column.
Fahari’s “Our Sisters’ Voice” column guest is
a wardrobe consultant and color analyst. She
adheres to her philosophy of life “When we look
good, we feel good!” relating to the beneﬁts of
style and looking good, along with its values of
psychological satisfaction. A legendary guitarist,
who has endured a life-long bond with music
shares the journey of his life and musical career
in our Fahari Entertainment column. “Fahari
Art” features a young artist, who speaks about
infusing African beauty in her paintings.
Starting off your reading with Cheryl Woods’
motivational note in “Your Inspirational
Vitamin” will, undoubtedly, keep you inspired
and energized. Let me, on behalf of Fahari’s
Editorial Team, wish you an entertaining and
educational sojourn of reading.
May Peace reign in our Planet! Let our African
Heritage remain our eternal pride!!
Helina Teferra Mekonnen
Editor-in-Chief

Attire: Hand-woven traditional shemma/tibeb dress with netela (shawl)
Taylored by: Alemtsehay Meshesha
Courtesy: Natural Pictures Studio
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FAHARI POETRY
& QUOTATIONS
WITH YOU
All is gone
Forgotten is the hour, the day has changed.

YOUR

INSPIRATIONAL

VITAMIN
W
hat I have learned about life is
that it always offers choices;
the choice to smile or frown, to be
optimistic or pessimistic, to complain
or be grateful, to take risks or stay
comfortable, to remain stagnate or
create movement. But the only way
to experience continuous growth and
development is to make the choice to
be open to change.

Starting today, make the intentional
choice to stretch your thinking,
expand your expectations, and play
bigger in life. Open yourself to the
new possibilities that come with
taking risks to pursue your dreams
versus simply “existing.” Step into
your unique, God-given greatness,
ready to discover your purpose, and
create a legacy without apologies or
regrets.

Cheryl M. Wood
Award-winning Motivational Speaker,
Author, Entrepreneur & Empowerment
Coach
www.CherylWoodEmpowers.com
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The year of grace
The Summer, the Spring, Autumn and the rains
The home you lived in.
The bed, table, rug, the chair
The windows and the door
The picture, the wall --- all changed by your absence.
Gebre-Kristos Desta (1932-1981),
Ethiopian Poet/Painter
Rendering in English: Heran Sereke-berhan,PhD
Partial translation: Solomon Deressa
Source: “Expansive Pathway..Lifetime Traveler”(Anthology)

“No person is your friend, who denies your silence or your right to grow.”
Alice Walker (1944-present)
African-American author, poet, Pulitzer Prize winner for“The Color Purple” (her 1982 novel)
“All peoples of African descent, whether they live in North or South America, the Caribbean, or in
any part of the world are Africans and belong to the African Nation.”
Dr. Kwame Nkrumah (1909-1972)
1st President & Prime Minister of Ghana (Gold Coast)
Advocate of the 20th century Pan Africanism &
Founding member of the African Union
“ War has no eyes.”
African (Swahili) saying
“Every great dream begins with a dreamer. Always remember, you have within you the strength,
the patience and the passion to reach for the stars to change the world.”
Harriet Tubman (1820-1913)
African-American abolitionist and humanitarian
“Knowledge without wisdom is like water in the sand.”
African proverb (Guinea)
“My people of Africa! We are created in the image of God, but men have made us think we are
chickens, and we think we are, but we are eagles. Stretch forth your wings and fly! Don’t be content
with food of chickens!”
Dr. James E. Kwegyir Aggrey, PhD (1875-1927)
Ghanaian intellectual, missionary, teacher and linguist

“One thread for the needle – one love for the heart.”
African proverb (Sudan)
“Until Africans stand and speak as free being, equal in the eyes of all men, as they are in the eyes
of Heaven, the African continent will not know peace. We, Africans will ﬁght and we know that we
shall win, as we are conﬁdent in the victory of good over evil.”
Haile Selassie I (1930-1974)
Founding member of OAU (AU) and Emperor of Ethiopia
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African Union Golden Jubilee
African Union

Heartfelt Congratulations on the 50th
Anniversary of the founding of OAU/AU
Chase the D r e a m a n d F a h a r i M a g a z i n e
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FAHARI
OUR SISTERS’ VOICE

T

his column is dedicated to Sisters 4 Sisters
Network, Inc.; a non-proﬁt organization
launched in 2002 to provide a platform for
women to come together in a powerful networking
environment to share their visions and dreams with
like-minded women. S4SN, Inc. strives to motivate
women towards developing their mind, body and
spirit through social and spiritual collaboration
with each other. Started by 4 sisters under the
initiation of Founder & President Peggy Morris,
Sisters 4 Sisters Network, Inc. has outstretched its
tentacles, acceding to be a powerful networking
group of dynamic business/professional women,
with an ever-soaring membership presently
reaching over 300 members. One of the 4 founding
members of S4SN and its Vice President is our
guest today.
Clothing is one of the basic necessities we humans
need to cover our body and to protect ourselves from
cold and rain. Depending on the style and design,
the types of clothes we wear change our looks and
personality. The type of clothing may also reflect
our emotion: We “dress up” when we are happy
or celebrate a special happening in our lives and
“dress down” when we are sad or in a bad mood.
Apart from this, the purpose of clothes is physical
attraction. Clothing is not only meant to express
the degree of satisfaction, beauty and style that it
brings to the individual, but also reflects our social
standing in a given society and ushers in an aura of
dignity, distinctiveness and peculiarity of ourselves.
Talking about clothing as a means of physical
attraction, what pops up in our mind is the word
“Fashion”. Fashion is described as a means of selfexpression,a state of mind and extension of oneself.
It is about being comfortable with ourselves and
translating self-esteem into a personal style. In a

Metamorphosis’ Winter, 2012 and Spring, 2013 Fashion shows
Courtesy: Metamorphosis

bid to satisfy the clothing need of billions of people
in the world, a large number of people are involved
in sewing, dying, designing, buying, transporting
and selling clothing to stores. Fashion, therefore,
is a big business. It is all about change, which is
necessary to keep life interesting. It is a mirror of
sorts on society, a way of measuring a mood that can
be useful in many aspects - culturally, socially, even
psychologically.
The buzz word fashion has a multifaceted
implication. However, it is with the sacred intention
that we brought the word to the attention of our
readers. We wanted to have you on board to trail
through this edition’s guest of “Our Sisters’ Voice”
column,Sharon Jackson Bullock, whose life is
inseparably intertwined with fashion. The “lady
of fashion”,who always looks her best from head
to toe, puts everything else behind her style and
beauty. She is identified with her remarkable gift
of decorating her stylish hats and accessories with
extraordinary finesse.
With over 30 years experience in the beauty and
fashion industry, Sharon is a Wardrobe Consultant,
Make-up Artist, Color Analyst and Owner of
Metamorphosis Wardrobe & Accessories Boutique.
In fact, she used the name “Metamorphosis” for
Fahari /
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Metamorphosis’ Winter, 2012 and Spring, 2013 Fashion shows / Courtesy: Metamorphosis

her previous business that offered unique statement
pieces of jewelry and accessories, sold at major
trade shows, bazaars, home parties and events under
the name “Metamorphosis Jewelry Designs” (20022007). It was after five years of selling such apparel
and accessories with overwhelming customers’
reviews that Sharon decided to take her business to
another level. She, thus realized her long time dream
of launching her own wardrobe and accessories
boutique named “Metamorphosis” in the heart of
downtown Silver Spring in Fall of 2007. True to
its name, Sharon’s Metamorphosis Wardrobe &
Accessories Boutique has proved to be the right
place for those, who want a “metamorphosizing”
experience.
The catch phrase for Metamorphosis “If it’s not
unique, we don’t carry it” is clearly visible when
one walks into the boutique that carries high-end,
affordable and one-of-a kind ladies’ apparel, hats,
jewelry, handbags, belts, scarves... practically
everything you need to expand your wardrobe into
multiple selections. Personal shopping, make overs
and wardrobe consultancy are services offered at
Metamorphosis by appointment.
Born in Gainesville-Georgia, Sharon loved the
beauty and fashion industry from her early teen
years and dreamed of becoming a model. Even
though she was accepted in the Barbizon School of
Modeling after high school,she wanted to follow
in the footsteps of her classmates and attended a
four year college, instead. She first attended Morris
Brown College in Atlanta and, later transferred to
Morgan State University in Baltimore, MD where
6/
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she received her BS Degree in Mental Health in
1976. In 1979, a few years after she graduated from
college Sharon joined the beauty industry. For over
fifteen years, she worked in sales and management
positions for companies such as M&M Products,
Soft Sheen Products and FML.
After having obtained her makeup license through
Von Lee in Baltimore in 1983, Sharon started her
own private label cosmetics line, “Make Me
Over” and began a part time business as an image
consultant,while she, simultaneously free-lanced
as make-up artist for companies such as Fashion
Fair, Shiseido, Lancome and Elizabeth Arden. Prior
to embarking on her greater journey and began
living her dream by launching her dream project
Metamorphosis Wardrobe & Accessories Boutique,.
Sharon explored the communications field, where
she spent fourteen years in customer service, and
later as a Service Manager for Verizon. Sharon
has also been the stylist for renowned Author,
Motivational Speaker and Talk Show Host, Iyanla
Vanzant. She is the recipient of several awards
for demonstrating excellence in her business and
community service. Sharon is one of the 4 sisters,
who founded Sisters 4 Sisters Network, Inc. in
2002 and is its Vice President. Also a member of
many business and non-profit organizations, Sharon
Jackson Bullock shared her experience with Fahari.
Fahari: Where did your ‘’passion for fashion’’ come
from? Were you inspired by someone in the family?
Sharon: Yes, my mother was always a stylish
dresser, and I have loved “dressing up” for as long

Sharon: I buy things with my clients in mind.
Having worked with Ms. Vanzant for an Inaugural
Event during President Obama’s first election, I
studied and listened to what “her style” preference
was, and incorporated what flattered her the most,
based on her body type, size and height and skin
tone. She needed color for her shows, and lines that
didn’t add bulk on camera. I sought out designers
and styles that would flatter her most. There were no
specific duties, just personalized service.
Fahari: “Wardrobe Consultancy is one of the
services at Metamorphosis Wardrobe & Accessories
Boutique. What exactly is this service?
Sharon: We help you analyze your own wardrobe
by choosing your best colors, and choosing the best
look for your body type and style. Our Stylist shows
clients how they can take a few wardrobe pieces
and turn them into several outfits, by accessorizing.
We offer the “total look” so you don’t have to let
something sit in your closet with tags, because you
have nothing to wear it with.
Sharon Jackson Bullock, Wardrobe Consultant & Owner of Metamorphosis
Courtesy: Metamorphosis

as I can remember. She instilled in me to look for
quality in what I wore versus what the trends were.
I loved fashion magazines, and wanted to become
a model. African-American model Beverly Johnson
was my idol as a young teenager. Though I didn’t
follow my dream to be a model, I wanted, at least,
to “look” like one!
Fahari: Please describe “fashion” in your own words?
Sharon: Fashion is an expression of style in what
you wear and how you wear it.
Fahari: Any particular reason you picked the business
name “Metamorphosis” for your enterprise?
Sharon: I wanted women to feel “transformed” after
leaving the Boutique. She walks in a caterpillar
and leaves out as a butterfly.
Fahari: You were the stylist for world-renowned
Author, Motivational Speaker and Talk Show host
Iyanla Vanzant. What were your major duties?

Fahari: You are also a Color Analyst. Would you
please explain the major duties of a color analyst to
our readers, who are not familiar with the beauty/
fashion industry?
Sharon: A Color Analyst enhances a client’s natural
beauty by making an assessment on what colors
are best for them by analyzing their skin tone,
natural hair color and eye color. They are then put
in categories of warm or cool, or one of the four
seasons, which represent different palettes of color,
especially suited for them.
Fahari: Tell us a little bit about your own cosmetics
line “Make Me Over”, started back in 1983? What
products were included in that line? Is it still active?
Sharon: “Make Me Over” was a complete private
label skin care and cosmetic line I started, after getting
my make up demonstrator’s license. I demonstrated
and sold the line to personal clients’ one on one, and
at trade shows, hair shows, salons and home parties.
No, the line is not active at this time.
Fahari /
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Fahari: True to your motto “If it is not unique,
we don’t carry it”, the clothing and accessories at
Metamorphosis are different and one of a kind. How
do you find designers who carry unique items and
how do you pick the items you like?
Sharon: I attend different trade shows where
hundreds of vendors from all over the world
showcase their wares. I shop specifically for unique,
hard to find, one of a kind items, with my clients in
mind. I also buy 50% of what I don’t like, because
everyone does not want to look like me.
Fahari: During the past many years you have
spent in the industry, how do you assess the taste
Americans have for high end clothing and apparel?
Has the demand grown in the past years? If yes, is
there a specific age group that is more interested in
high-end fashion?
Sharon: I believe most American women do not
want to see themselves on the street or at the same
event wearing the same dress or outfit. More of
these women are shopping at high end Boutiques
and Specialty Shops to minimize this problem. With
today’s economy, I do not believe it has grown, yet
has been stable, for those with more disposable
income. Ages 35-65 tend to be among those who
choose high end fashion.
Fahari: Metamorphosis also carries some Afrocentric items. How do you rate the demand for Afrocentric items?
Sharon: With a very diverse client base, the response
has been very receptive to Afro-centric items.
Fahari: What is your personal opinion about the
beauty of Afro-centric clothing and accessories?
Sharon: The uniqueness, the fabrics and attention
to detail is second to none!
Fahari: The fashion industry is assumed to be a big
and profitable business. What is your experience?
Sharon: As long as there is sufficient cash flow, the
right location and the right clients, it can certainly
be big and profitable. On the other hand, if undercapitalized, and if you can’t meet the demands of
8/
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your clients due to cash flow issues, it can certainly
be challenging, to say the least. I have been on both
ends of the spectrum, and would certainly not want
anyone to have to experience the latter, going into
this business. Always have a cushion, and more
cushions, and a contingency plan, if going into any
retail business.
Fahari: You are always elegantly-dressed, wearing
hats, that match your clothing and accessories. Talk
to me a little bit about you and your ‘’hats” please?
Sharon: Thank you very much. Growing up in the
church, all the women wore hats, especially my
mom. Now, I don’t feel completely dressed unless
I am wearing a hat to complete my outfit. It has
become my trademark, since I wear them every day.
I love it when I get clients who never wore hats, to
try one, and they come back for more, because they
love the compliments they get when wearing them!
Fahari: You are co-founder of Sisters 4 Sisters
Network, Inc. Talk to me about it please?
Sharon: We are women helping women to connect.
We support women Entrepreneurs and aspiring
business owners through our personal contacts and
expertise. We meet once a month with like-minded
women, providing a platform for speakers, vendors,
and a wealth of information to help each of us take
our businesses and/or careers to the next level.
Fahari: What
Metamorphosis?

are

you

future

plans

for

Sharon: In the future, I would love to open more
stores, by starting a franchise or a chain. I am writing
a book about color and fashion, and would also like
to speak on “My Passion for Fashion”.
The elegant and stylish Sharon Jackson Bullock
has this philosophy of life: “When you look good,
you feel good!” We truly subscribe to the above
template of Sharon and wholeheartedly concur to
her enlightening belief. May we hasten to add that
many of us would buy the notion, that if we are
well dressed and look good, our days will certainly
be brighter. We thank the ‘lady of fashion’ for her
enchanting advice and her time.

Fahari /
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FAHARI KALEIDOSCOPE
Founder of Black History Month

Carter Godwin Woodson

History” for his effort of creating African-American
History,Carter was a historian, journalist and author.
Among the books he authored, ”The Education of
the Negro Prior to 1861” published in 1915, “A
Century of Negro Migration” (1918), “The Negro
in Our History(1922)” can be mentioned. While
working as dean of the School of Liberal Arts at
Howard University, he created a formal AfricanAmerican history course. In a bid to promote
African-American publishing, Carter founded the
“Associated Negro Publishers“. Carter spent most
of his life studying, writing about and promoting
African American history, fighting to keep his
ancestors› history alive until he died in 1950 at the
age of 74.

The Bahamas Junkanoo Tradition

B

lack history had been largely left out of the
history books for a long time until one visionary
realized the need for research into the neglected
past of black peoples. This visionary was Carter
Godwin Woodson, the initiator of Black History
Month. One of the nine children born to former
slaves James and Elisa Riddle Woodson, Carter was
born on December 19,1875. Even though he was
not fortunate enough to attend school, he mastered
the fundamentals of common subjects at the age of
17. He entered Douglas High School and received
his diploma in less than two years. He earned his
Bachelor of Literature from Berea College in
Kentucky in 1903, his MA. from the University of
Chicago and his PhD from Harvard University in
1912. Committed to bring change by promoting
the study of black history, Carter founded the
Association for the Study of Negro Life and
History (now African-American Life & History)
and the Journal of Negro History in 1915 and
1916, respectively. Known as the “Father of Black
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Dancer at Junkanoo Festival, Nassau - Bahamas
Courtesy: Festival website

The Junkanoo Parade, an over the top celebration of
color,costume and vibrating island rhythms is one of
the most spectacular events in the Bahamas. Believed
to have developed from the days of slavery, the
annual Junkanoo Parade takes place in the capital,
Nassau. Even though different stories are told,
many believe that this tradition was introduced by a
legendary West African Prince, named John Canoe.

Dancers at Junkanoo Festival, Nassau - Bahamas
Courtesy: Festival website

Legend has it that the Bahamas Junkanoo festival
started in the late 18th century, when many enslaved
people,who were given three days off for Christmas
celebrated by singing and dancing in colorful masks,
traveling from house to house, often in stilts. After
the abolition of slavery, Junkanoo nearly vanished,
but the revival of the festival in The Bahamas now
provides entertainment every year, where a large
number of people enjoy the performance of the
exuberant Junkanoo dance troupes. The energy of
the dancers, dressed in vibrant-colored costumes
and the beat of the music at this soul-stirring festival
is accompanied by whistles and horns, cowbells
and a cacophony of goatskin drums. The Junkanoo
Parade moves through the streets of downtown
Nassau for several hours. At the end of the festival,
judges award cash prizes for the best music, best
costume and best overall group presentation.

Zenzile Makeba - “Mama AFRICA”

a.k.a. “Mama Africa” has reigned on the stage for
several decades since the started performing in the
1950s until the day she died of a heart attack on
November 9, 2008 after a performance in Italy. She
is first African artist to popularize African music
worldwide. In 1966, Miriam Makeba received a
Grammy Award for “Best Folk Recording” with
African-American Harry Belafonte in one of the
first American albums to present traditional Zulu,
Sotho and Swahili songs. She also had a world tour
and performance with Belafonte, Paul Simon and
her former husband, South African musician Hugh
Masekella. Makeba has released 23 studio albums,
5 live albums, 20 compilations and several singles
during her long musical journey.
Born as Zenzile Miriam Makeba, this legendary
African artist was an outspoken opponent of
apartheid in her native country of South Africa. For
this reason, she was exiled for several years after
the government revoked her citizenship in 1960. It
was in the 1990s, after Nelson Mandela›s release
from prison Makeba was able to set foot on the
South African soil. Her biography,“Makeba:My
Story” was published in 1987 and translated
into English, German, French, Italian and Dutch
languages. She is survived by her only daughter
Bongi Makeba. In 2011 a documentary, featuring
her life, entitled“Mama Africa” was released. On
March 4,2013, which would have been Makeba›s
81st Birthday, Google honored her with a doodle on
the homepage. Makeba left a great legacy and will
be remembered by millions of her fans. She truly
deserves recognition and honor for being the Voice
of Africa and Africans for decades.

Aerophones in East African Kingdoms

Born on March 4,1932 in Johannesburg, South
Africa, Miriam Makeba was a world-renowned
African singer-songwriter and actress. Makeba,

Aerophones or wind instruments top the list of
musical instruments that have played a significant
role in the music traditions of East African
kingdoms that existed in Sudan, Uganda, Ethiopia,
Rwanda, Burundi,Tanzania and the East African
coast. Aerophone ensembles in these countries
often refer to flutes, trumpets and horns have
Fahari /
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served as symbols of status and authority in these
kingdoms, in addition to marking major life events,
i.e. birth, funerals, sacred rituals, healing rites and
other communal activities with music fitting to
the given situation. Wind instruments/aerophones,
widely used by societies of the East African region
range from end-blown to stopped, from transverse
and oblique flutes to trumpets and horns with and
without finger holes have served the royal regalia
within the respective kingdoms of centuries. Played
on private and official events as solo and in sets,
these musical instruments are made of bamboo,
wood, calabash, animal horns, plastic and metal
tubes of various sizes and shapes. Some of the court
instruments include the end-blown notched flutes
endere of the Baganda tribes in Central Uganda,
made of bamboo with four finger holes; the endblown flutes embilta, made of bamboo or metal
tubes without finger and meleket, made of wood –
both used by the Amhara and Tigray of Ethiopia;
the conical oboe nzumari or zumari, made of horn,
wood and metal consisting of 4-6 finger holes and
used in Swahili-speaking regions of the East African
coast of Kenya and Tanzania; the stopped bamboo
flute, bol of the Berta people inhabiting Western
Ethiopia and South Sudan; side-blown horns such
as amagwara and amakondere from Uganda and
Rwanda. Even though East African kingdoms do no
longer exist today, they have left us a great musical
tradition and instruments.

Zumari (left), (Kenya,Tanzania) and embilta (Ethiopia)
Courtesy: Timkehet Teffera M.

Source: The Role of Traditional Music among East
African Societies: The Case of Selected Aerophones,
ICTM Study Group on Folk Musical Instruments,
Vilnius 5 - 8. April 2006 Fpolopre Studies Band
XXXII, The Institute of Lithuanian Literature and
Folklore, Ruta Zarskiene (ed.), Vilnius 2006: 36 –
49 (by Timkehet Teferra,PhD)
Men of the Ari tribe (Ethiopia), group performance (2005)
Courtesy: Timekehet Teffera M.
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FAHARI ENTERTAINMENT

Selam and Singer Tewodros Tadesse
at DC Star Club 2012
Courtesy: Selam’s Collection

LIFE EMBELLISHED WITH MUSIC

A

frica, the second largest continent in the world is one of the places where ancient art forms, i.e. music,
dance and story-telling have flourished for many centuries. Music and dance play an important part
in the lives of the people that characterize African musical expression (Stone 1998). Groves Dictionary
of Music and Musicians (2001, p.205) acknowledges that music practices flourish within a socio-cultural
context and notes that Africa is not an exception to this rule. It also notes that African music has influenced a
number of musical practices in the New World, Europe and other continents and emphasizes that a number
of global forces have shaped the present African musical practices.

Professor John Collins is a music journalist, writer and researcher, who has published over 100 journalistic
and academic publications on African popular and neo-colonial music. In one of his papers entitled
“African Popular Music:A historical review of Sub-Saharan Africa”, Prof. Collins dwells on transcultural popular music styles. He notes that these styles evolved since the 19th century as a blend of local
elements and imported ones from the West, Islam (ud or lute and the kanum zither) and the black diaspora
of the Americas. As outside influences were initially introduced via European ports, Collin says, there is
often a pattern of coastal musical styles diffusing inland and, subsequently becoming more regionalized
or indigenized. African colonial music arose within the colonial context and, the emergence of distinct
African genres is partly the story of musical decolonization. Professor Collins further states that the earliest
European musical impact on Africa came through regimental bands (fife-and-drum and later brass bands).
He mentions that by the mid-19th century, local brass bands had appeared in Ghana (Beecham 1841) and in
Cape Town, South Africa (Coplan 1965).
Fahari /
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In East Africa brass band music or “beni” was
associated with late 19th century coastal Kenyan
uniformed parades and later local soldiers of
German Tanganyika, the askaris (Ranger 1975).
Professor Collin’s discusses several topics related to
the numerous music styles of Sub-Saharan Africa.
It contains quite a lot of relevant information, facts,
figures and photographs about popular music in
West, South and East Africa.
Our main topic in this edition will be the emergence
of modern music, the introduction of modern music
instruments and bands in one of the countries in
the Horn of Africa, Ethiopia. Around the 15th
century, merchants, travelers, diplomats and
missionaries (mainly Europeans) brought foreign
music instruments to Ethiopia as gifts to princes,
dignitaries and churches. Despite repeated attempts
to acquaint the public with these music instruments,
they were not given due recognition until the end
of the nineteenth century, when the then Ethiopian
Emperor Menelik II (1889-1913) ordered Ethiopians
to learn and play modern music, and perform in
military brass bands for the first time ever.
Following the Emperor’s orders, the first military
band comprising of native Ethiopians performed at
the celebration of the Victory of Adwa, also dubbed
as ‘African Victory’ marking the end of the battle of
Adwa,after gallant Ethiopians defeated the invading
and marauding Italian army, which was armed to the
teeth in March 1886.
The 1920s were years when modern music gradually
started to become popular in the country. The arrival of
Armenian musicians upon the invitation of Ethiopia
was another factor that helped boost modern music.
Moreover, in 1943, the establishment of “Kagnew
Station”,a United States army installation and radio
station in Asmara, Eritrea,(which was then part
of Ethiopia) known for playing American tunes is
believed to have acquainted the public with Western
music. The arrival of foreign music instructors to
Ethiopia played a positive role in paving the way
for modern music bands to sprout in the country,
thereby creating opportunities for Ethiopians to
get professional training to play modern music
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instruments. In the 1950s, military bands, such as
the Imperial Bodyguard, the Police and Army
Bands, as well as a civilian band, managed by the
Haile Selassie Theatre and named after Emperor
Haile Selassie I were formed.

Ras Band members at Ras Hotel in the 1960s
Courtesy: Teferra Mekonnen’s Family

The 1960s, on the other hand, were years private
bands saw the light of day. One of the first Ethiopian
bands was the Ras Band, formed by young musicians
in 1961. Members of the Ras Band, most of whom
were trained by Austrian instructors were Teferra
Mekonnen Tekle, band leader, pianist, melody
composer/arranger (keys/double bass), Getachew
Wolde-Selassie, later replaced by Wodajeneh
Felfelu (saxophone), Zewdu Legesse,later replaced
by Assefa Bayisa (trumpet), Tilahun Yimer (double
bass), Bahru Tedla (drums), Bahita Gebrehiwot
(Amharic/Tigrigna Vocals) and Girma Beyene
(English Vocals).
The band performed at the Ras Hotel, the then hot
spot of the Ethiopian capital, Addis Ababa. Here’s
a brief article about the Ras Band, published on a
quarterly English Magazine “Ethiopia Mirror” in
1962.
“It is Friday night...at the Ras Hotel. Dinner is
served in the restaurant/club. Around us, we notice
elegant gentlemen in black ties and ladies. Time
goes by. The six-man orchestra comes in. The
musicians uncover their instruments, and test them
with the scale notes. Now the orchestra started
its performance. The atmosphere is not yet warm.
But little by little things change. I can notice now

the right foot of the young lady sitting at the table
near us marking the rhythm of Cha-Cha-Cha.
A young man sitting at another table sings along
the band’s singer in tune with very low voice. The
atmosphere warms up more and more. Just before
midnight, when people come out from the movies,
the restaurant becomes crowded. The performance
of these people is excellent. They play great jazz,
Ethiopian songs are alternated to Western ones.
People enjoy both of them... “
A few years later, the Ras Band changed its name to
Ghion Band (1965) and started performing at the
Ghion Hotel. Other bands founded in the 1960s and
early 1970s include Zula Band named after Zula
Club (late 1960s); All Star Band (1970) and AlemGirma Band (1972). The 1980s and 1990s were
years, when bands like the Walias, Dadimos, Ethio
Stars as well as Ibex and Roha Bands saw the light
of day.

Members of the former Roha Band with Singers Mahmoud and Kuku at Club
Ghion Hotel, Addis Ababa in 1983 / Courtesy: Selam’s Collection

Although it is indisputable that all the pioneering
bands enumerated earlier have left an indelible impact
on the development of modern music in Ethiopia,
Roha Band stands exceptionally emblematic as seen
through its influence for generations to come. To
refresh our memory of the renowned Roha Band,
previously known as Ibex Band, it is our pleasure to
host one of the Band’s co-founders, Selam Seyoum
Woldemariam in this edition.

Selam with T. Doncker (standing left), Teddy Afro and other musicians at BB
King Club - New York,2013 / Courtesy: Selam’s Collection

Selam spent almost half of his age in music, not only
as founding member of the historic Roha Band,
but is also as a lead guitarist. Affectionately called
“Selamino”, Selam Seyoum Woldemariam has
distinguished himself as one of the most acclaimed
guitarists of his time.
Let us start with Selam’s recent debut, where he
partnered with African-American musician, Tomas
Doncker in the production of Doncker’s 2012
album entitled “Power of Trinity”. Doncker credited
Selam during interviews with various media outlets,
recognizing the significant role Selam has imparted
in this production. “It is what I like to call a global
soul meditation about Ethiopia and how I feel that
we are connected”, Tomas said expressing the
understanding and intimacy between Selam and
himself.
“Power of Trinity” is the English translation of the
name of Ethiopia’s Emperor Haile Selassie, also a
mythical figure for some members of the African
Diaspora, including Rastafarians. The genre of
Tomas Doncker’s 2012 music album is mainly a
fusion work of Tomas’ compositions with Ethiopian
rhythm and sounds. Tomas noted the reason he gave
this particular album the name “Power of Trinity” is
a theater production about Emperor Haile Selassie
and his role during World War II, following the
Italian Invasion of Ethiopia. Even though the play
was never staged, Tomas was inspired to learn
more about the Emperor. “I was asked to score
a play called “Power of the Trinity” by New York
playwright, the late Roland Wolf. In my research,
I realized that collaborations with this particular
group of artists would really capture and enhance
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the feeling that I was looking for. It was the most
rewarding experience of my life”,Tomas once told
the U.S. based Tadias Magazine. Many believe that
“Power of Trinity” is an upbeat intercontinental
musical collaboration,bringing together the sounds
of Ethiopia and the African Diaspora. “Musically
speaking, being able to work with Selam Seyoum
and Bill Laswell is like taking a journey into the
heart and soul of Ethiopian group” Tomas says.

Selam performing at Howard Theatre
Courtesy: NebFoto

Before Tomas Doncker and Selam started working
in unison as “big brothers” in the field of music,
Doncker had the opportunity to acquaint himself
with Ethiopian music and Selam’s works by listening
to the Ethiopian oldies collection CD, Ethiopiques
produced by renowned French producer and music
promoter Francis Falceto. Tomas vividly recalls
listening to a musical production played by Ibex
Band accompanying pioneering Ethiopian soloist
Mahmoud Ahmed, singing his song “Ere Mela
Mela”, where Selam had put his gift of playing the
guitar with distinction.
Apart from accompanying Doncker with his guitar,
Selam was production manager and translator
(Amharic to English). This very album also features
Grammy Award winning producer Bill Laswell,
Pulitzer Prize winning poet Yusef Komunyakaa,
Senegalese percussionist Ayib Deng, electro-dub
specialist and Brooklyn native Dr. Israel and Reggae
artist Tsegaye Selassie. This fusion of culture and art
quintessentially captures the unreserved admiration
and appreciation of Chase the Dream Culture, Arts &
Beauty, because our primary objective and mission
is to encourage such initiatives. We, thus, support
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this collaboration with utmost gratification and hail
Selam for promoting Ethiopian music and for acting
as the continental Ambassador representing Africa
on international forums.
Given the long-standing history and stature of Roha
Band, in general and guitarist Selam, in particular,
we are gratified to have him as our guest with the
firm belief that he has an enormous gift to offer
from his reservoir of knowledge, accumulated
experience and professional acumen.
Selam Seyoum was born and raised in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia. At the age of 11, he moved to Asmara,the
Eritrean capital, due to an assignment his late father
took as a school teacher. While in Asmara, Selam
and his siblings learned how to play the guitar
using an acoustic guitar owned by the family. Even
though everyone tried to play the instrument, none
of them took the guitar seriously as Selam did.
He demonstrated great discipline. The fact that
Selam’s father brought records of spiritual songs for
his children to listen, study and sing them at their
church choir was yet another reason for Selam to
fall in love with music. He and his siblings were
members of the Mekane Yesus Church choir in
Addis Ababa and later on, a quintet choir group
they formed in Asmara. Upon completion of high
school in 1972, Selam moved back to Addis Ababa.
He joined the “Black Soul Band” in 1973, while
band members were on a tour in Addis Ababa from
Asmara. In 1974, Selam joined the Venus Band at
the Venus Club and performed with a few members
of “Black Soul Band” for a year. Later on, Selam
joined the Ibex Band and started playing at the Ras
Hotel, replacing Zimbabwean guitar player, Andrew
Wilson. Following the 1974 revolution, a number
of foreigners had to leave the country, which was
the reason for Zimbabwean guitarist Wilson and
vocalist/percussionist Ismail Jingo to leave Ibex
Band and the country. This led to the formation
of a new group with the name Ibex II Band with
Selam and some new members, who accompanied
Ethiopian veteran singer Mahmoud Ahmed while
recording his album, “Ere Mela Mela”, which took
place in 1975.

In 1979, a few members of Ibex Band left the
country, leaving three of its members, while the
remaining three Giovani Rico, Fekadu Amdemeskel
and Selam Seyoum Woldemariam agreed to start
Roha Band same year. During the 1970s and 1980s,
Ibex and Roha Bands dominated the music scene
of Ethiopia. Especially Roha Band recorded well
over 250 albums (ca 2500 songs), accompanying
a number of Ethiopian singers. During the 1980s
and 1990s, Roha Band toured several countries in
Europe, the Middle East, the U.S. and Africa.
Several years have elapsed since the famous Roha
Band has been dissolved, its former members
scattered across the globe. However, this famous
group of musicians remains in the memories of its
admirers. Selam, a father of four, now lives and
works in the United States with his family since
April, 2000. No matter what goes in his life, he never
ceased playing the guitar. He has been performing
with different bands ever since he set foot on the
U.S. soil; including Tomas Doncker Band and Ha
Hu Band. Selam graduated with a BA in History
from the Addis Ababa University in 1998.
He is still loyal to his past and
nostalgic about the Roha
Band, where he deservedly
gave his time and energy
and still hopes for the
day to come, where he
and his former colleagues
could enact their talents
to
showcase
their good
old days to
the present

Guitarist Selam S. Woldemariam, 2011
Courtesy: Selam’s Collection

generation. We, thus, cordially invite our readers
to travel along the trail Guitarist Selam Seyoum
Woldemariam has traversed for over four decades
with the challenging soul-searching journey of
music. Here we go...
Fahari: African-American musician Tomas
Doncker, in his CNN interview with Suzanne
Malvo in December, 2012 following the release of
his album “Power of Trinity” highly talked about
you;”.....Selam Woldemariam is phenomenal. He is
like an uncle to me...”. Tomas also credited you and
American musician Bill Laswell for giving him a
“crash course of culture and music..”. How do you,
on your part, describe Tomas as a musician and, as
a friend?
Selam: Tomas is an accomplished singer/songwriter,
producer and an incredible friend. Our friendship
started about four years ago after he was assigned
to undertake the ‘Power of the Trinity’ project.
Since the project dealt on the history of Ethiopia,
in general and its music in particular, his search
for an Ethiopian Rhythm & Blues sound led him
to Ethiopiques’ #7, Mahmoud Ahmed’s ‘Ere Mela
Mela’ CD, recorded by Ibex Band c.1975. Being
one of Ibex Band members,my name appeared
at the back of the CD. And Tomas was told that I
reside in the Washington DC Metro area. He came
to the DC Metro area, we met and started off the
project right away. In addition to advising him on
the music of Ethiopia, I gave him an overview of
the political history of the period relevant to the
’Power of Trinity’. Taking my advice, coupled with
that from Bill Laswell, Tomas composed songs for
the play and I tried to fuse some authentic Ethiopian
sound into it. He is someone great to work with and
gradually he was able to bring out the best in me.
Fahari: Due to the fact that the music in his latest
album is a fusion of music played by musicians from
different countries, Tomas describes it as “Global
Soul’. No doubt that such collaboration will create
opportunities for cultural unity; something we, at
Chase the Dream Culture & Arts highly encourage.
What, in your opinion, is the advantage of such
unity?
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Selam: Tomas believes ‘Soul Music’ can be a
unifying force since it is music from the heart. Music
of the 60s and 70s had the power to travel throughout
the world,creating a common ground for all. He told
me that he can hear Marvin Gaye, James Brown, and
Curtis Mayfield in the music arrangement of Ibex’s
Ethiopiques #7 CD. Therefore, he strongly believes,
collaborating with musicians globally would bring
about a cultural unity. Tomas is a pioneer in coining
the term “Global Soul”. Incidentally, I commend
‘Chase the Dream’,which, in a similar manner, aims
towards cultural unity.
Fahari: Thank you, Selam. Now let me take you
back to the Ibex and Roha Band years. First, I
believe it is worth explaining the meaning of the
words Ibex and Roha for Fahari Magazine’s nonEthiopian readers . Would you, please?
Selam: Most Ethiopian band names are derived from
historical landmarks, rivers, mountains, animals,
and birds; unique to the country. Ibex is the name of
an endangered species of a goat family, found in the
Semien Mountains in northern Ethiopia. And Roha
is the previous name of Lalibela, the historic town
where the world-known rock-hewn churches of
Lalibela are found in the northern Ethiopian region
of Wello. The name change from Roha to Lalibela
took place during the reign of King Gebre Mesqel
Lalibela (member of the 12th/13th century Zagwe
Dynasty),who ruled Ethiopia. I, personally prefer
the combined name Ibex/Roha, because three of the
Roha members belonged to the former Ibex Band.
Fahari: Roha Band was very popular in Ethiopia
back in the 1990s. I am sure our readers would like
to know the whereabouts of former band members.
Are any one of them still pursuing their music
career?
Selam: Following name change from Ibex to Roha
at the end of 1979,founding members were Selam
Seyoum Woldemariam (Lead Guitar),Giovani Rico
(Bass Guitar), Fekadu Amdemeskel (Sax), Dawit
Yifru (Keys), Levon Fondacci (Vocals) and Tekle
Tesfazghi (Vocals). Levon left the group after two
years and Tekle died due to a car accident in 1987.
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Although we are not performing together, Roha
Band has not been disbanded officially and currently,
has four members as shareholders. I think, I am the
only one doing music full-time and the rest three
are part-timers. Fekadu and I live here in the US,
while Giovani and Dawit live in Addis Ababa. We
are working towards re-recording the best of Efrem
Tamiru’s songs, that were previously on audio
cassettes. Hopefully, that will create an opportunity
for us to get together again.
Fahari: Ibex and Roha Bands have accompanied
numerous Ethiopian singers, while recording their
music albums during the 1980s and 1990s. Music
recording in those years, undoubtedly, required lots
of energy and time, compared to today’s digital
technology, when music recordings are mostly
conducted through computer-assisted “one-manband”. Please tell us how long it took you all on
average to complete recording of one album in
those days?
Selam: During the Ibex/Roha period, we have
arranged and recorded over 250 albums with various
singers (audio cassettes). It was the Ethiopian
version of “Motown”. In those years, we used to
record music albums in radio stations, hotels, night
clubs and even music shops. Recording equipment
also evolved from time to time. Although there were
some exceptions, we mainly used ‘single or two
track’ recording equipment. We were all required to
record a song in one take, but if one of us makes a
mistake, the whole group is oblidged to do it again
and this usually takes ample time. Sometimes, it
took us 2 or 3 days to record a single song. But our
average time to record a complete music album on
audio cassette then was two weeks. At the end of the
1980s,computer-assisted recordings took over and
gradually home-based studios begun to mushroom
everywhere. Computers have definitely made music
recording much easier, but some have “misused”
it by tweaking sounds and copy-pasting. And this
discourages creativity.
I personally believe that a full band is preferred over
a one-man-band, because it involves live human
beings where the outcome will be natural sound.

I strongly believe that to get organic music one
doesn’t have to employ a full band. For example a
solo piano or guitar player can deliver an acoustic
organic sound without a computerized setup. A duet,
a trio or a quartet can also come up with the desired
organic sound. The secret is that one should exert
effort in the creative work and not be overwhelmed
by computers;although the use of computers to
enhance music shouldn’t be totally ruled out.

Selam: My observation during the past years is that
most immigrants in the U.S. seem to have a hectic
work schedule to make ends meet and their wish in
terms of promoting the culture of their respective
countries. Time constraint has contributed to this
situation. Most of them have to concentrate on
other more pressing issues. The same applies to my
fellow musicians; no time for rehearsal,but tied up
with daily routines.

Fahari: Your senior essay is entitled “Origin
and Development of ‘Zemenawi’ Music in
Ethiopia,1896-1974,1988”. What spurred you to
write on this subject? Also, would you please give
us highlights of its content?

Fahari: You are a musician, who cut his teeth
playing the guitar, the reason you are called “King
of Strings” and the “Jimi Hendrix of Ethiopia”.
Please describe the significance and impact of this
musical instrument ?

Selam: On the introductory remark of my
paper,“Origin and Development of Zemenawi
Music in Ethiopia,1896-1974,1988”, I have noted
my preference of using the term “Zemenawi”
(Amharic word for ‘modern/contemporary) over
“Modern”,because of its elasticity. I always wanted
to be a full-time musician, with my education or
business always related to music. When I was about
to graduate from Addis Ababa University, I decided
to write about music and eventually be a music
historian. Further, the music stores I owned in Addis
Ababa dealt with musical instruments and anything
‘music’. In 2006, I graduated as legal assistant from
Georgetown University, specializing on Intellectual
Property Law (Copyright). So everything related to
music was synergistic to my experience. My senior
essay is divided into four chapters; i.e Chapter (I)
discusses the Church and Secular music; Chapter
(II) is on Urbanization of Addis Ababa beginnings of
Zemenawi or modern trends in music; Chapter (III)
is its spread into schools, theater halls, formation
of military bands, private bands, recording industry;
and the last one is Chapter (IV), my concluding
remark.

Selam: The guitar is one of the most fundamental
and most convenient musical instruments. It is light
and easy to carry,

Fahari: Being an African,who has lived in the
United States for several years, do you believe
that members of the African Diaspora have exerted
enough effort to promote the music, dance and
culture of the continent?

compared to drums and pianos. Various guitarists
belonging to different genre have upheld the
significance of the guitar in all kinds of music. They
have worked hard in keeping the importance of the
guitar and I have followed that tradition and did my
part in maintaining it. In our music culture,wind
instruments tended to dominate the music scene
for a long period of time, but since I joined Ibex
Band back in the 1970s, I was able to take up more
guitar parts on introductions, links and solos during
club performances and recordings. That has paved
the way for young guitar players to pick up guitar
as their instrument of expression. Now that is a
blessing for me.
Fahari: You perform with Ha Hu Band, a group of
young musicians. Tell us a little bit about the present
generation’s taste of music genre compared to that
of yours?
Selam: After I resumed playing music in the U.S.,
I was able to form bands and perform with my
long-time fellow instrumentalists and vocalists. We
were also able to tour some states here in the U.S.,
Canada and Europe between 2009 and 2011. I was
performing and recording with the “Tomas Doncker
Band” in Brooklyn, New York while performing at
Bati Restaurant in Virginia with Ethiopian singers
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Teshome Mitiku and Bezawork Asfaw. Playing
with Ha Hu Band, under the name “Selamino &
Ha Hu” gives me a unique feeling – a feeling of
being born again. We perform instrumental music
Wednesdays at Uptown Lounge in DC and Sundays
at Babylon. The fact that Ha Hu Band members are
young musicians in their twenties, has provided me
with an opportunity to share my quasi 40 years of
experience, in fast-forwarding them into the future.
It fills my heart with joy to witness the rise of such
talented young musicians. Unlike our period, these
musicians enjoy playing what they want and yet,
have audiences - be it traditional, rock, country, jazz,
or soul. Moreover, the internet and YouTube have
enabled younger musicians to communicate,learn
and share experiences.
Fahari: Before we conclude our interview, please
tell us about your upcoming projects, if any?
Selam: My major focus in the coming years will
be music of the “Horn of Africa”. As most of us are
aware, the music of West, North and South Africa
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was able to penetrate the international music market
for the last four or five decades,compared to that of
East Africa. That is why I firmly believe that it is time
to aggressively promote the music of the “Horn of
Africa”. I am also working on my upcoming book,
that highlights my 40-year journey in the music
industry. Encouraging creativity and innovation in
music will be one of my future plans. Creativity is
thinking up new things while innovation is doing
new things. As renowned scientist Albert Einstein
once said…“Creativity is contagious, pass it on”, I
am determined to pass it on non-stop, my highest
reward and joy being touching every musician’s
heart. Conducting music workshops/ seminars and
tours are also part of my future plans.
We thank Selam S. Woldemariam for sharing his
time and experience and wish him all-rounded
success in the years ahead.
Source:
http://aatpm.com/AfricanPopularMusicCollins.htm

FAHARI ART
PAINT AND BRUSH THAT REFLECT AFRICAN BEAUTY

T

he origins of African art lie long before recorded history. From the 6000year old carvings rock art in the Sahara to the cultural arts of Western
tribes, ancient Egyptian paintings, artifacts and southern crafts... all
contributed to African art. During the 19th century colonization and slave
trade in Africa, Western understanding hinged on the belief that African
art is “primitive”, a term mainly carrying negative connotations
of underdevelopment and poverty. As much as its traditional art
(human/animal masks, wood or ivory statues), Africa is also
home to a thriving contemporary fine art culture. The fact that
scholars and art collectors mainly focused on traditional art,
unfortunately, left Africa’s contemporary art understudied.
Paintings have played a significant role in terms of conveying
information about the past, depicting everyday life, people
and animals. History has it that the first African paintings
were discovered some 26,000 years ago in Namibia, mainly
on rock faces and in caves; an indication that ancient Africans
used this art medium to relate events, convey information and
communicate with their spirit ancestors.
Based on the continent’s complex history of settlements
and an expansive cultural diversity, African paintings often
reflect historical and cultural elements. African paintings,
recognized by their use of unique images and color, often
tell stories, mostly inspired by the historic struggles and
lifestyles of Africans. Common themes in African paintings
include couples (usually representing ancestors or community
founders), male and female (depicting strength and honor–not
intimacy), mother and child (symbolizing earth and reflecting
mother-child relationship, which is vital to African culture. As music and dance
is a large part of African culture, musical rhythm usually aligned with shapes
and curves, play a significant role in African Art. African paintings are
warm,with vibrant and active interplay of colors. The use of color in
African art has become a significant element, as it helps stimulate the
eyes and enhance emotions that are often activated by rhythmic
drums, human voices and dancing bodies. It is crystal clear that
it took many men and women of African art and aesthetics to
wholly depict the all-encompassing beauty of the continent,
the varied and multitude facets of its geographic endowments

Painting by Chidinma D.
Title: Black Flower
Courtesy: Chidinma Dureke
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Chidinma Dureke in her studio
Courtesy: Chidinma Dureke

and historic assets. The role of men and women of the Art and Letters
in transitioning African history and culture to the next generation and
beyond is immeasurable.
In conveying these historic values, it is appropriate to reflect and count
on the indispensable game changing, bound to be shouldered by the
youth. We believe that it is our bounden duty to encourage and energize
the youth, least of all by taking deliberate responsibility of promoting
their works with utmost respect and honor they deserve.
We, therefore, have an aspiring young African artist, who hails from
the Western rim of our continent as guest of Fahari Art column. Her
name is Chidinma Dureke, a.k.a. Chichi., a native of Nigeria born in
Washington, D.C. She has groomed herself to the front line through
her distinguished and dedicated work of art, reflecting a sense of pride
of being an African, with major emphasis on the beauty of African
women. It was a wind fall for us to see this gifted young artist, while
presenting her art works at an exhibition in Fall of 2012.

Chidinma Dureke in her studio
Courtesy: Chidinma Dureke
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Asked if there was someone in her family,who inspired her to become
an artist, Chichi told us that she is the only professional artist in her
family, even though her father is a teacher and author, who illustrates
the artwork in his books. “As a little child I have always been drawing,
doodling or painting”,Chichi recalls. “I bought my first professional
art set at the age of 11. Then I went to a public high school, but took
Advance Placement course (AP). Two of the most important courses to
me were Art History and Painting in Art Class. The day I knew I had
true talent was when my high school teacher collected our final projects
to grade them. Everyone, except for me got their projects back. I asked
him what happened to it and he said “. ..it disappeared from the display
case”. Chichi says that this was an experience that validated the gift
she has.

She went to Frostburg State University, studied
Graphic Design and graduated in 2011 with a
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design/Painting
with a minor in Art History. She is currently a full
time artist and owns her business as a freelance
graphic and web designer.

African fabric. The history behind African fabric
is so fascinating; the different patterns and shapes
representing a tribe, family or village. The bright
colors stand out and reflect Africa’s history.
Overall, I love how art is a strong part of everyday
life.

Fahari: You studied graphic Design and Painting,
with Art History as your minor. Which one describes
you most?

Fahari: Most of your paintings depict the beauty
and elegance of black (African) women. Any
particular reason?

Chichi: This is a tough question, but I would say
Painting describes me, best because it allows me
to express my views on humanity, life, culture,
most importantly the way I see the world. Also,
my paintings allow me to fuse my Graphic Design
background and my knowledge of Art History.

Chichi: The reason most of my paintings depict
the beauty and elegance of Black (African) women
is because I want to help change the negative
connotations that come to mind when people think
of the word black or woman. I want people to see the
beauty that comes from Africa. As a black woman
of African descent, I want my portraits of all my
women to be strong, attractive, beautiful and very
feminine. The beauty in knowledge and I want my
viewers to be enlightened and eager to learn more
about the history of Africa/African Women.
Fahari: Which category do your art works fall in?
Chichi: Contemporary black art, realism, portraiture.
Fahari: What is your favorite color you use for
painting? Why?

Painting by Chidinma D.
Title: One Drop
Courtesy: Chichi’s Collection

Chichi: My favorite color is Cadmium red,
because the pigment is very rich and the color is so
bright & warm. Red is the color of blood, energy,
fire, anger, attention, danger, strength, power,
determination as well as passion, desire and love.
Blood is associated with life and humanity. Red is a
very emotionally intense color as is used in all my
pieces. Every piece I have painted, no matter what
skin tone, I have used Cadmium red.

Fahari: Nigeria is one of those African countries
that have an active, dynamic and diverse arts scene.
What is your observation? Which category of
Nigerian art impresses you most?

Fahari: You attended high school and college in the
United States among students with different cultural
and ethnic background. What opportunities did you
have to promote your origin, art and culture?

Chichi: Yes, Nigeria is one of the most recognized
countries in Africa when it comes to Arts & Culture.
The category of Nigerian Art that impresses me
most would are West African masks and West

Chichi: I have had several events that helped me
to promote my origin, art and culture. In order to
enlighten people about other cultures, art is the
best medium. My culture has always been a huge
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advantage for me,because it has helped me to convey
who I am and what I represent in this world in my
work. Frost burg State University, where I attended
college is a predominantly black school and my
artwork sold the most and serviced recognition
from my college professors.
Fahari: Do you believe children of African ancestry,
who are born/ raised in the United States are aware
about their history, culture, customs and tradition?
Chichi: No, I don’t believe they are properly taught
about their history and culture. They know more
about Western History, instead.
Fahari: In your profile, I remember reading “...one
of the youngest authors in the State of MD...” . What
did you author?
Chichi: At the age of 12, my younger sister and I
wrote a children’s book of short stories, poems and
my artwork, entitled “Art Poems & Stories of the
Heart” 2001(Writer/Illustrator). Also “Collective
Empowerment Short Stories”
2013 (Writer/
Graphic Artist),a collaborative book of women’s
stories and obstacles they have overcome, produced
and sponsored by WETATi (Women Empowered to
Achieve the Impossible) -

Chidinma Dureke
Courtesy: Chidinma Dureke

Fahari: Whose works, among painters of African
ancestry inspire you most?
Chichi: Many artists inspire me, but those, among
the contemporary artists of African ancestry that
inspire me most are Yinka Shonibare, Kara Walker,
Kehinde Wiley, Mae Weems and Ana Mendieta.
Fahari: Tell me about what plans you have for the
future?
Chichi: I have so many plans/dreams. At this
current moment I plan on traveling to Nigeria for the
summer and my images of people live in everyday
life as subjects for my 2014 series. On the other
hand, I plan on going to grad school to further my
Art History knowledge and pursue a Masters in Fine
Art Painting.
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Painting by Chichi Dureke
Courtesy: Chichi’s Collection

FAHARI
QUIPS & TIPS
2013 MARATHON

D O M I N AT E D B Y

AFRICAN RUNNERS

The 2013 Boston and London Marathons
were dominated by East African runners.
Even though the memory of the Boston

East African female athletes (Boston Marathon)

Marathon was, unfortunately, stained by
tragedy due to the bombing took place on
April 15, 2013 in Boston – Massachusetts,
the Men’s Marathon was won by Ethiopian
athlete Lelisa Desissa and the women’s by
Kenya’s Rita Jeptoo. 23-year old Desissa
finished in an unofficial 2 hours,10 minutes
and 23 seconds. This was the second
marathon he won.
On the women’s side, Kenyan Rita Jeptoo
closed up in an unofficial 2 hours, 26

Winner of London Marathon, T. Kebede

minutes and 25 seconds, finishing 30
seconds ahead of her nearest challenger
Meseret Hailu of Ethiopia. In another
development Ethiopia’s Tsegaye Kebede
won the 2013 London Marathon men’s race,
that took place in London in April 2013, a
few days after the Boston Marathon.

Winner of Boston Marathon, D. Lelisa
Courtesy: The Wall Street Journal and The Telegraph
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“Peace in Mali” Concert staged
A concert dubbed as “Peace in Mali” was staged
by West African artists on February 4,2013 in
Washington, D.C. Artists from Mali, Cameroon
and the Congo jointly staged the concert to raise
awareness and humanitarian aid to support refugees
and internally-displaced persons in the region
following the escalation of fighting in northern Mali
that led to the intervention of a French-led military
intervention. The “Peace in Mali” Concert, held
at the Arena Stage was opened with an keynote
address by H.E. Al Maamoun Keita, Ambassador of
the Republic of Mali to the United States.
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Ambassador Keita also provided attendees with the
most up-to-date information about the situation in
Mali. Prominent musicians such as Master Griot
Cheick Hamala Diabate and Supernova King from
Mali, Taka Tanni from Cameroon and Finckya from
the Congo performed at the concert, expressing
solidarity and calling for PEACE in Mali, while
Voice of America journalists Leonard Sagno and
Roger Muntu led the program. Chase the Dream
Culture, Art & Beauty expresses admiration for
the initiators of this concert and the exemplary
collaboration demonstrated by African artists.

FAHARI BOOKS

T

here have been children’s stories and folk tales
ever since man first learned to speak. Many of
them have been narrated for thousands of years to
little children in different parts of the world. Children
need to be nourished with the necessary knowledge
that would be fitting for them to deliver a valued
substance as future responsible citizens. In this
regard, children’s books and other literature based
on the culture and life of their society immensely
contribute towards molding the next generation and
beyond. Children’s books are helpful in nurturing
children to learn about the past by way of presenting
stories and tales that are commensurable with their
emotional and physical development.

England in 1982. She studied Business Management
and later on, Photography. Author of several
children’s books, Ifeoma has been promoting the
positive side of the African continent through her
books. She wrote her first book, entitled “A for
Africa” after she gave birth to her first child. “A for
Africa” was chosen as one of the ‘Child Education’s

This edition of Fahari Books column has invited
Ifeoma Onyefulu to be its guest. Born and raised
in Nigeria, Ifeoma who lives and works in London,
England, is an author versed in children’s books.
The second of five children (three boys and two
girls), Ifoema was born in Otisha, a town in northern
Nigeria, known for its famous market. While
growing up, Ifeoma and her siblings moved a lot
when their father was posted to different towns in
Nigeria after he became a magistrate.
Talking about her upbringing, Ifeoma says, “My
siblings and I were brought up by liberal parents,
who didn’t force us to do things we didn’t want to
do, especially when it comes to choose careers.”
She has a vivid memory about their annual visit
to a village in Eastern Nigeria, called Awukuzu for
Christmas, where she and her siblings spent most of
their time playing traditional games with children
in the village. These traditional games, according
to Ifeoma, have inspired her to write one of her
children’s stories, entitled “Ebele’s Favorite”.
Her parents, both of whom attended college in
London in the 1950s wanted Ifeoma to study there
as well and sent her to pursue her higher education in
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Ifeoma’s ﬁrst book
Courtesy: Ifeoma Onyefulu

Best Information’ and ‘Junior Education’s Best
Books’. Her books reflect her strong sense of
family and community and are enjoyed by many
children of any age and even adults. A number of her
books have won awards. In 2005 her book, “Here
Comes Our Bride” was announced the “Best Book
for Young Children” at the Library of Congress in
Washington, D.C. In the same year, this book was
awarded the “Children’s Africana Book Award”,
following recommendation by “Africa Access to
the Outreach Council of the African Studies”, an
institution that honors outstanding books on Africa.
A mother of two sons, Ifeoma is an author with an
engaging enthusiasm in showing children a way
through life’s situation. In addition to her writing
skills, she is a professional photographer. She was

traditional games you and your siblings used to
play in the village. Please describe those traditional
games that inspired you to write “Ebele’s Favorite”?
Was Ebele a character?

One of Ifeoma’s children’s books
Courtesy: Ifeoma Onyefulu

trained at the Photographic Training Center at Earl’s
Court, London between 1982 and 1984. Upon
completion of her training, Ifeoma has worked
as photographer for magazines and newspapers,
i.e.Press Photographer for Caribbean Times and
African Times in 1986/88; freelance photographer
for West Africa Magazine, Roots Magazine, Voice
Newspaper,
African Concord Magazine and
Camden Chronicle Newspaper.
Ifeoma has displayed her photographs on several
group and solo photographic exhibitions. In
London, she participated at the Islington Central
Library (1986), Black Art Gallery (1988), Truro
Museum and Cornwall (2002). Outside London
she participated in group photographic exhibitions
at the Bristol Museum in Bristol (2006) and the
Liverpool Museum in Liverpool
(2006). Her solo shows
were held at the Islington
Arts Factory (1987),
Afrika Center Oslo,
Norway (1996) and
Horniman Museum in
London (2002). Author
and Photographer Ifeoma
discussed her life and career
with Fahari.
Fahari: You wrote “Ebele’s
Favorite”,
inspired
by

Ifeoma: ”Ebele’s Favorite” was about some of
the games I played as a child with my siblings and
friends at the village square when we went home for
Christmas. The games were many, and they were
exclusively for children, except one, which is called
Ncho (Board game). I’ll give you a few examples:
A spinning game, where you spin an old fashioned
spinning top, Cat’s cradle, but my favorite was
Jacks (Okwe, in my language, Igbo). You need at
least two players and some pebbles or palm kernels.
The first player throws a palm kernel into the air
and has to pick up one or two palm kernels before
catching the first one. The player carries on until
they drop a kernel and someone else has a go. The
person who collects most kernels wins. Ebele was a
name I chose for the character in the story.
Fahari: Which children’s books did you like to
read as a child? How popular were bedtime stories
in Nigeria then?
Ifeoma: I didn’t have many books when I was
growing up, but I read “Treasure Island” and “Oliver
Twist”. Bedtime stories were very popular when I
was little. My mother, and sometimes my grandfather
would tell my siblings and I folktales – and we
learnt lots of moral lessons through those stories.
Also, those stories inspired me to write “The Girl
who Married a Ghost”, although it wasn’t illustrated
with photographs like my other books.
Fahari: How many books have you written to date?
Ifeoma: I have written 23 books for children, so far.
My book entitled “Ikenna Goes to Nigeria”, a book
about my son, Ikenna going to Nigeria to see our
family won Africana Children’s Book Award 2008,
the same award I won three years earlier for my
other book “Here Comes Our Bride”.
Fahari: Which African countries have you been to
date?
Ifeoma: I’ve been to different parts of Africa;i.e.
Senegal, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Ethiopia and Nigeria.

Author/Photographer: Ifeoma Onyefulu
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Ethiopian beauties in traditional attire and braids
Photo by: Ifeoma Onyefulu, Addis Ababa 2009

I set the first two pages of “Ebele’s Favourite” in
Senegal. Three of my books “Welcome Dede”,
“Deron Goes to Nursery School” and “Grandma
Comes to Stay” in Ghana; two books in Ethiopia
“New Shoes for Helen” and “Omar’s Favorite
Place”. And four of my latest pre-school books were
set in Mali: “Home, Play, Food and Clothes”. They
are part of “Look at This Series”. And, the majority
of my books were set in in Nigeria
Fahari: One of your award-winning books, ”Here
Comes Our Bride” was announced as the ‘Best
Book For Young Children’ in 2005 at the Library of
Congress in Washington, D.C. Talk to us a little bit
about the content of this particular book?
Ifeoma: In “Here Comes our Bride”, I was telling a
story about a traditional marriage, which incidentally
is not the same as an arranged marriage. In the book,
the family of the groom is supporting their ‘son’ in
his quest to get married. In the story the couple had
already met, fell in love, and next stage was for
their families to begin a lengthy preparation for two
weddings – traditional and Western marriage.
Fahari: You have been living in England since you
set foot on the British soil in the 1980s to pursue your
higher education. Do you believe that children born
from the African Diaspora community members are
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properly taught about the history and culture of the
MOTHERLAND, including your own children?
Ifeoma: I am afraid many children, born from
the African Diaspora community members are
not taught about the history and culture of the
MOTHERLAND. I think it might affect their selfesteem. However, there may be some reasons why
parents are not passing on our rich culture to their
children; perhaps they’re too busy earning a living
to consider it important or, maybe, they think it is
a backward step to teach their children about their
culture. I did teach my children about my culture
and the games I played as a child. They also speak
Igbo, our language.
Fahari: You have studied Business Management
and Photography. Which one are you most passionate
about and which one do you do for living?
Ifeoma: I will choose photography any time, I love
it. I make most of my living from photography and
from my books.
Fahari: I am sure we all agree that photography is
a form of art. Please share your view?
Ifeoma: Yes, photography is a form of art, of course,
and famous photographers like Man Ray, whose
work is currently on show at the National Portrait

Gallery in London, England is a classic example of
an art form. People in his photograph all looked as if
they were sitting for an artist in a studio, the way the
people in the photos were lit, showed that a deal of
thoughts had gone into taking those shots. They were
not simply “point and press.”
Fahari: Having spent almost three decades as a
professional photographer, what is your opinion on
today’s digital technology and digital photography?
Ifeoma: I think the digital age has made it easier for us
to record our lives for the future, capturing important
moments to share with friends and family. I am not
alarmed by it, because we still need professional
photographers to tell stories about our world.
Fahari: Your place of birth, Nigeria is one of the
countries in Africa with abundant natural resources,
cultures, customs, traditions, art, music and much
more. Which among these impress you most about
Nigeria?
Ifeoma: Yes, my country of birth, Nigeria has a very
rich culture, customs and traditions which should be
preserved for future generations. I’m very impressed
with our music and food; they are both varied and
inspiring.
Fahari: What are your upcoming projects ?
Ifeoma: In have an idea of a future exhibition and also
a plan for a book of photography. My photographs
have always been about documenting and telling
stories, often drawing on traditions and culture. For
example, my book entitled “New Shoes for Helen”,
set in Ethiopia, was about a girl wanting a new pair
of shoes to attend her aunt’s wedding, a story every
girl in the world would identify with. The stories
behind some of my photographs are very interesting
and I think, putting them in a book, will make the
photos more meaningful.
As Ifeoma correctly stated, photography is a medium
that transitions history and imbue the next generation
to nostalgically appreciate the past. We would like to
commend her for inspiring the current generation to
apprise their history and culture through her works of
art and literature. We admire her contribution to date
and wish her the best in her future endeavors.

Ifeoma’s children’s book
Courtesy: Ifeoma Onyefulu
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Thank you for reading Fahari Magazine.
Your comments and suggestion are welcome.
Please contact us via Email: faharimagazine@aol.com
Visit our website: www.chasethedream-web.com

Culture, Arts & Beauty
“unity is strength – division is weakness”
Swahili Proverb

visit us: www.chasethedream-web.com

